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Abstract
The correspondence between BRST and unfolded formulations of field equa-
tions on group manifolds and homogeneous spaces is described. The previously
introduced nonstandard BRST operator, that underlies Sp(2M) invariant higher-
spin field equations, is shown to admit a natural oscillator-like realization. The
coordinate independent form of conserved currents in the Sp(2M) invariant higher-
spin theory is derived from the BRST formulation on Sp(2M) extended by the
Heisenberg group.
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1 Introduction
In [1] it was shown that the unfolded formulation of [2] of Sp(2M) invariant higher-spin
(HS) theories [3, 4] (see also [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]) can be equivalently
formulated as a BRST closure condition for a certain nonstandard BRST operator Q on
the semidirect product SpH(2M) = Sp(2M)⊂×HM where HM is the Heisenberg group.
The aim of this paper is to clarify the invariant origin of this relation established in [1] in
a particular coordinate system.
We start with the discussion of the general relation between the BRST and unfolded
formulations, explaining in a coordinate-independent way that the two approaches are
essentially equivalent once the BRST formulation is given in terms of Lie vector fields
on a group manifold. The relation via identification of the ghost fields of the BRST
formulation with the differential forms of the unfolded formulation requires however a
nontrivial relation between space derivatives in the two formulations.
The proposed approach is applicable to dynamical systems formulated in nontrivial
geometries of group manifolds and homogeneous spaces as well to their deformations.
In particular, it is well suited for the extension of the BRST approaches to HS systems
studied in [17, 18] in Cartesian coordinates in flat space or via embedding AdS geometry
into a higher dimensional flat space as in [19] to any coordinates and/or more compli-
cated geometries. The same time, the equivalence between the unfolded formulation and
appropriately interpreted BRST formulation in the proposed setup is by construction.
Among other things, this explains that the obvious parallels between the formalisms and
conclusions obtained within the BRST approach (see e.g. [18] for a recent work) with
those well established in the unfolded dynamics [20, 21] (and references therein) are in no
way accidental and/or surprising.
In particular, the equivalence of the two approaches explains that BRST cohomology
may describe both nontrivial deformations of field equations and nontrivial closed dif-
ferential forms in space-time, that can be constructed from the dynamical fields of the
unfolded formulation, i.e., conserved currents. The latter relation is applied in this paper
to the further study of the BRST formulation of Sp(2M) invariant HS gauge theory of [1].
Firstly, we show that the complicated nonstandard BRST operator found in [1] has sim-
ple origin in the oscillator realization of the symplectic algebra. Secondly, we show that
the conserved charges proposed in [16] correspond to certain BRST cohomology, which
observation provides their coordinate-independent realization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the general
relation between the unfolded and BRST formulations. To make the paper selfcontained,
we recollect in Section 3 basic formulae of [1] on the Sp(2M) invariant HS theories. The
new oscillator-like realization of the nonstandard BRST operator of [1] is introduced in
Section 4. The construction of closed forms from solutions of dynamical equations is
presented in Section 5 first for the general case in Subsections 5.1, 5.2 and then for the
SP (2M) geometry in Subsections 5.3, 5.4. The latter results are applied in Section 6 to
the coordinate-independent construction of conserved currents bilinear in HS fields, that
reproduces the previously known results in particular coordinates. Possible applications
to unfolded equations are discussed in Section 7.
3
2 BRST operators and unfolded equations
Consider a Lie group G and its Lie algebra g. Let Rα (α = 1, . . . dimG) be right Lie
vector fields on G that satisfy
[Rα , Rβ] = fαβ
γRγ , (2.1)
where fαβ
γ are structure constants of g. Let Tα form a basis of some representation T
of g
[Tα , Tβ] = fαβ
γTγ , [Rβ , Tα] = 0 .
Provided that the ghosts ca and ba obey the relations
[cα , Rβ] = 0 , [bα , Rβ] = 0 , [c
α , Tβ] = 0 , [bα , Tβ] = 0
{cα , bβ} = δ
α
β , {c
α , cβ} = 0 , {bα , bβ} = 0 , (2.2)
the BRST operator
Q = cα(Rα + Tα)−
1
2
cαcβbγfαβ
γ (2.3)
is nilpotent
Q2 = 0 .
That the equation
{Q , cγ} = −
1
2
cαcβfαβ
γ , (2.4)
has the Maurer-Cartan form upon identification of Q with d suggests that, being dual to
the Lie vector fields Rα on G, the ghosts c
α should be identified with the Cartan forms on
G. However, the naive identification fails because it is assumed that [Rα , c
β] = 0 while
the Lie vector fields Rα = Rα
a(x) ∂
∂xa
do not commute to the x-dependent Cartan forms
(xa are coordinates on G).
To proceed, it is necessary to redefine the notion of the vector fields appropriately.
Let
Rα = Rα
a(x)pa , (2.5)
[pa , f(x)] =
∂
∂xa
f(x) , [pa, pb] = 0 . (2.6)
The equation (2.1) amounts to the standard Lie conditions
Rα
b(x)
∂
∂xb
Rβ
a(x)− Rβ
b(x)
∂
∂xb
Rα
a(x) = fαβ
γRγ
a(x) . (2.7)
The Cartan forms
ωα = R−1a
α(x)dxa , (2.8)
where the differentials dxa satisfy {dxa, dxb} = 0, [dxa, f(x)] = 0, obey the Maurer-Cartan
equation
dωα = −
1
2
ωβωγfβγ
α . (2.9)
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(We systematically skip the wedge symbol throughout this paper.) The key point is to
set
pn =
∂
∂xn
− cα bβ R
m
α
∂
∂xn
(R−1m
β). (2.10)
An elementary computation shows that pn satisfies the relations (2.6). In addition, we
can identify ωα and cα
ωα = cα
since
[pn , ω
α] =
∂
∂xn
(R−1m
α(x))dxm − cβ Rmβ
∂
∂xn
(R−1m
α(x))
∣∣∣
cγ=ωγ
= 0.
With this identification we obtain from (2.3) along with (2.10) and (2.8)
Q = ωα(Rα + Tα)−
1
2
ωαωβbγfαβ
γ = ωα(Rnα
∂
∂xn
+ Tα) = D , (2.11)
where D is the covariant derivative in the representation T of G
D = d+ ωαTα , d = dx
n ∂
∂xn
.
In these terms, the condition Q2 = 0 is equivalent to
D2 = 0 ,
which, in turn, is the consequence of the Maurer-Cartan equation (2.9).
Thus, the BRST closure condition
Qφ = 0 (2.12)
is equivalent to the unfolded equation
Dφ = 0 . (2.13)
Hence, Q cohomology is equivalent to the D cohomology. In particular, in the case where
the representation T is trivial, Q cohomology is equivalent to De Rham cohomology
QF (x, c) = G(x, c) ⇐⇒ dF (x, ω) = G(x, ω). (2.14)
This simple property will be used in this paper to derive conserved HS currents from the
appropriate Q-cohomology.
The equivalence between the BRST approach and unfolded approach shown in this
paper contains two essential elements.
One is that the BRST operator should contain Lie vector fields of a chosen group G
which form a frame of the tangent space of G. As a result, the full set of derivatives on
G reappears in the unfolded formulation via the exterior differential d.
Another one is the relation (2.10) that tells us that, for the identification of the BRST
operator Q with the exterior differential, the operator p in Q should be interpreted as a
5
covariant derivative (2.10) that acts on the space of ghosts (forms). Note that, in accor-
dance with the second relation in (2.6), pn (2.10) is flat. Indeed, the GldimG connection
in (2.10) has the standard pure gauge form with the Lie matrix Rn
α(x) as the gauge
function.
To arrive along these lines at interesting field equations one has to consider appropriate
representations T and/or further nonstandard modifications of the BRST operatorQ. The
examples of this construction will be considered in Section 4, where it will be shown in
particular how the Sp(8) unfolded equations of [2] result from the nonstandard BRST
operator.
Another interesting application is to the BRST reformulation of nonlinear HS theories
that may involve higher differential forms as dynamical variables. To this end the space
of ghosts cα should be extended to a larger set CA that includes objects of different non-
negative degrees pA = 0, 1, . . .. Correspondingly, the space of ghosts bα extends to BA of
degrees −pA. The graded commutation relations are
[BA , C
B]± = δ
B
A , [BA , BB]± = 0 , [C
A , CB]± = 0 , (2.15)
where
[a , b]± = ab− (−1)
p(a)p(b)ba . (2.16)
The idea is to extend the BRST operator as follows
Qg → Q
′
g = Qg +Q (2.17)
where Qg is the canonical BRST operator built from the vector fields of some group Lie
G while Q is some other BRST operator built from the ghosts C and B, that is also
nilpotent Q2 = 0. The field equations require the equivalence of the action of Qg and Q
on every dynamical variable W =W (C,B)
Qg(W ) +Q(W ) = 0 . (2.18)
Upon the field redefinition explained above, this amounts to the unfolded equations
dW +Q(W ) = 0 , (2.19)
in which form unfolded equations, introduced originally in [20] in the study of HS gauge
theory, were discussed more recently in [21] (see also [22, 15] for more detail and refer-
ences). Let us note that in this setup Q cohomology describes nontrivial deformation of
the nonlinear equations (2.19).
A remarkable feature of unfolded dynamics is that it is insensitive to the dimension
of space-time where the fields are defined. This property is nicely illustrated within its
BRST version discussed in this paper applied to the coset space construction.
Let H be a subgroup of G. The space of functions on G/H identifies with the space
of solutions of the equations
RaF (G) = 0 , (2.20)
where Ra is a subset of right vectors field of H . The algebra Lie g acts on solutions of
(2.20) by the left vector fields Lα. The equation (2.20) results from the restriction to the
sector of c–independent F (G) of the condition
QhF (G, c) = 0 , (2.21)
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where Qh is the canonical BRST operator of H and ba is realized as
∂
∂ca
.
The extension of (2.20) to the induced module construction is
(Ra + Ta)F (G) = 0 , (2.22)
where F (G) is valued in some H-module V and Ta provide a representation of the Lie
algebra h of H on V . In what follows we will be interested in the particular case with a
one dimensional H–module V . In this case, F (G) is still valued in R or C and Ta is given
by some constants associated to central elements of the grade zero part of h. The equation
(2.22) results from the restriction to the sector of c–independent F (G) of the condition
(2.21). The BRST extension of the equation (2.22) to F (G, c) is conveniently interpreted
in terms of the Fock module generated from the vacuum that satisfies ba|0〉 = 0.
In the unfolded dynamics approach, the phenomenon illustrated by the example of
a coset manifold, that a theory in a smaller space G/H can be described as that in a
larger space G, extends to less symmetric situations1 where the symmetry G is broken or
deformed. As a result, the concept of space-time dimension turns out to be dynamical in
unfolded dynamics.
To apply this approach to the analysis of the Sp(2M) invariant HS field equations let
us first recall main ingredients of the formalism of [1].
3 Preliminaries
3.1 Heisenberg extension of symplectic group
The group Sp(2M |R) is constituted by real matrices
G =
(
aAB b
AM
cCB dC
M
)
(3.1)
with M ×M blocks aAB , bAB , cAB , dAB that satisfy the relations
aACb
DC − aDCb
AC = 0, aACdB
C − bACcB C = δ
A
B , cBCdA
C − cACdB
C = 0 (3.2)
equivalent to the invariance conditionARAt = R for the symplectic formR =
(
0 IAB
−ICD 0
)
,
where I is the unit M ×M matrix and At is the transposed matrix.
Any g ∈ Sp(2M |R) with nondegenerate d (3.1) can be represented in the form(
aAB b
AC
cDB dD
C
)
=
(
δAE X
AF
0 δD
F
) (
AEG 0
0 DFH
) (
δGB 0
CHB δHC
)
. (3.3)
This gives (
aAB b
AC
cDB dD
C
)
=
(
AAB +XAFDFGCGB XAFDFC
DDGCGB DDC
)
,
1Strictly speaking this is true for the so-called universal unfolded systems [22] which case is however
general enough to cover all known examples of unfolded equations.
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where
AAB = (d
−1)B
A , XAM = bACAMC , CBA = cCBA
C
A (3.4)
can be chosen as local coordinates on Sp(2M |R). Note that XBA = XAB and CBA = CAB
by virtue of the identities
− cBAd
−1
C
B + cBCd
−1
A
B = 0 , −bABd−1B
C + bC Bd−1B
A = 0,
which follow from (3.2). Note that DAB = dAB .
Sp(2M |R) contains the following important subgroups. The Abelian subgroup of
translations T consists of the elements
t(X) =
(
I X
0 I
)
(3.5)
with various XAB = XBA. The product law in T is t(X)t(Y ) = t(X + Y ).
Analogously, the Abelian subgroup S of special conformal transformations is consti-
tuted by the matrices (3.1) with a = d = I, b = 0. The subgroup GL(M) of general-
ized Lorentz transformations SL(M) and dilatations consists of the matrices (3.1) with
b = c = 0 and aBCdA
C = δBA .
The lower Pl(R) and upper Pu(R) maximal parabolic subgroups of Sp(2M |R) are
Pl ∋ p =
(
a 0
c d
)
, Pu ∋ p =
(
a b
0 d
)
. (3.6)
Let HM = R
M ×RM ×R1 be the (2M +1)−dimensional Heisenberg group constituted
by
F = {f , u} , f = yA , wB , A, B = 1, ...,M (3.7)
with the product law
F1 ◦ F2 = {f1 + f2 , u1 + u2 − (f1 , f2)} ,
where ( , ) is the symplectic form
(f1 , f2) = y1
A w2A − y2
A w1A = −(f2 , f1) , A = 1, . . . ,M. (3.8)
Sp(2M |R)
(
Sp(2M |C)
)
acts canonically on HM
(
CHM
)
which is the manifestation
of the standard fact that Sp(2M) possesses the oscillator realization (see e.g. [23]). This
makes it possible to introduce the group SpH(2M) = Sp(2M) ⊂×HM
SpH(2M) : G = {G , F} , G ∈ Sp(2M), F = {f , u} ∈ HM (3.9)
with the product law
G1 ◦ G2 = {G1G2 , f1 + G1f2 , u1 + u2 − (f1 , G1f2)} ,
where ( , ) is the symplectic form (3.8) and
Gf =
(
aAB b
AM
cCB dC
M
)(
yB
wM
)
=
(
aABy
B + bAMwM
cCBy
B + dC
MwM
)
, G ∈ Sp(2M), f = (yA, wB) ∈ HM .
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Analogously, a rank r Heisenberg extension SpHr(2M |A) is introduced for any field
A and r ∈ N as
SpHr(2M |A) = Sp(2M |A) ⊂×HM(A)× · · · ×HM(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
(3.10)
with coordinates
yj
A , wjB , uj , j = 1, . . . , r. (3.11)
When it does not lead to misunderstandings, we will use shorthand notation like SpH in-
stead of SpH(2M |R) etc. Note, that SpH1(2M) ≡ SpH(2M) and SpH0(2M) ≡ Sp(2M).
The lower quasiparabolic subgroup PHl(2M |R) = Pl ⊂×H− ⊂ SpH(2M |R) consists of
the elements
PHl(2M |R) =
{ (
pAB 0
pCB pC
D
)
, 0 , pA , p
}
.
Possible local coordinates on SpH/PHl are
XAB , Y A = yA − wBX
AB. (3.12)
Analogously we define SpHr/PHlr with local coordinates X
AB and Y1
A, . . . , Yr
A . In the
case of r = 0, this gives the Lagrangian Grassmannian withXAB being local coordinates of
its big cellMM . Indeed, from Eq. (3.3) it follows that any element (3.1) of Sp(2M |R) with
det|dAB| 6= 0, which condition singles out the big cell of the Lagrangian Grassmannian,
belongs to some equivalence class associated to a point of MM .
3.2 Vector fields
Any Lie group G possesses two mutually commuting sets of left and right Lie vector fields
Lβ and Rα (α , β = 1, 2, . . . , dimG), where indices α , β , . . . enumerate a basis of G, each
forming the Lie algebra g of G
[Rα , Rβ] = fαβ
ηRη , [Lα , Lβ ] = fαβ
ηLη , [Rα , Lβ] = 0 . (3.13)
The straightforward calculation of Sp(2M) right vector fields in the coordinates (3.4),
(3.11) gives
RAB = −2A
E
AA
D
B
∂
∂XDE
+ 2AE(BCA)D
∂
∂AED
+ 2CADCBE
∂
∂CDE
, (3.14)
RAB = 2
∂
∂CAB
,
RA
B = −2CAC
∂
∂CBC
−ACA
∂
∂ACB
.
SpHr(2M) right vector fields contain in addition the Heisenberg vector fields
Rj
C = DM
C
(
XMA
∂
∂yjA
+
∂
∂wjM
+
(
− yj
M + wjAX
MA
) ∂
∂uj
)
, (3.15)
RjA = −A
M
A
( ∂
∂yjM
+ wjM
∂
∂uj
)
− CANRj
N ,
Rj = 2
∂
∂uj
,
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where j = 1, ..., r. Note, that for r = 1 the index j will be omitted.
In the same local coordinates, the left Heisenberg vector fields are
LjA =
∂
∂yjA
− wjA
∂
∂uj
, Lj
A =
∂
∂wjA
+ yj
A ∂
∂uj
, Lj = 2
∂
∂uj
. (3.16)
Nonzero commutation relations of (right) vector fields of SpHr are
[RAB , R
C
E ] = δ
C
BR
A
E − δ
A
ER
C
B ,
[RAB , R
CE ] = δCBR
AE + δEBR
AC ,
[RAB , RCE ] = −δ
A
CRBE − δ
A
ERBC , (3.17)
[RAB , R
CE ] = δCAR
E
B + δ
C
BR
E
A + δ
E
AR
C
B + δ
E
BR
C
A
and
[RAB , Rj
C ] = δCBRj
A , [RAB , RjC ] = −δ
A
CRjB , (3.18)
[RAB , Rj
C ] = δCBRjA + δ
C
ARjB , [R
AB , RjC ] = −δ
B
CRj
A − δBCRj
B ,
[RkA , Rj
B] = δkjδ
B
ARj .
In the case of r = 2 it is convenient to introduce
y±
A = y1
A ± y2A, w±A = (w1A ± w2A), u± = (u1 ± u2),
R±
A = 1
2
(R1
A ±R2A), R±A =
1
2
(R1A ±R2A) , R± =
1
2
(R1 ± R2) .
(3.19)
Eqs.(3.15) acquire the form
R−
C = DD
C
( ∂
∂w−D
+XDA
∂
∂y−A
−
1
2
Y+
D ∂
∂u−
−
1
2
Y−
D ∂
∂u+
)
, (3.20)
R−A = −A
D
A
( ∂
∂y−D
+
1
2
w−D
∂
∂u+
+
1
2
w+D
∂
∂u−
)
− CADR−
D,
R− = 2
∂
∂u−
,
R+
C = DD
C
( ∂
∂w+D
+XDA
∂
∂y+A
−
1
2
Y+
D ∂
∂u+
−
1
2
Y−
D ∂
∂u−
)
, (3.21)
R+A = −A
D
A
( ∂
∂y+D
+
1
2
w+D
∂
∂u+
+
1
2
w−D
∂
∂u−
)
− CADR+
D,
R+ = 2
∂
∂u+
,
where Y±
D = y±
D − w±AXDA. Note that
[R±A , R±
B] =
1
2
δBAR+ , [R±A , R∓
B] =
1
2
δBAR− .
The nonzero anticommutation relations of the ghosts of sph2 are
{cAB , bCE} =
1
2
(δAEδ
B
C + δ
B
E δ
A
C) , {cAB , b
CE} =
1
2
(δEAδ
C
B + δ
E
Bδ
C
A) , (3.22)
{cAB , b
C
E} = δ
A
Eδ
C
B , {c
A , bC} = δ
A
B, {ciA , bj
C} = δijδ
B
A , {c , b} = 1.
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Using conventions (3.19) along with
c±A = c1A ± c2A , c±
A = c1
A ± c2
A , c± = c1 ± c2 , (3.23)
b±
A =
1
2
(b1
A ± b2
A) , b±A =
1
2
(b1A ± b2A) , b± =
1
2
(b1 ± b2) ,
one can see that the canonical BRST operator of SpH2 is
QSpH2 = c
ABRAB + c
A
BR
B
A + cABR
AB (3.24)
+cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A + 2c
A
Bc
BCbAC − 2c
A
BcACb
BC
+c+R+ + c+AR+
A + c+
AR+A + c−R− + c−AR−
A + c−
AR−A
−cA
Bc+Bb+
A + 2cABc+
Bb+
A + cA
Bc+
Ab+B − 2c
ABc+Ab+B +
1
2
c+Ac+
Ab+
−cA
Bc−Bb−
A + 2cABc−
Bb−
A + cA
Bc−
Ab−B − 2c
ABc−Ab−B +
1
2
c−Ac−
Ab+
+
1
2
c−Ac+
Ab− +
1
2
c+Ac−
Ab− .
3.3 Nonstandard BRST operator
Let some operators Pα form a “closed algebra”
[Pα, Pβ] = φ
γ
αβ(R)Pγ (3.25)
where both Pα(R) and “structure functions” φ
γ
αβ(R) belong to U(R). In general, that Pγ
satisfy (3.25) allows one to look for a nilpotent BRST operator of the form
Q = cαPα −
1
2
∑
n>0
φβ1...βnα1...αnαn+1(R) c
α1 . . . cαncαn+1 bβ1 . . . bβn , (3.26)
where ghosts cα and bα obey (2.2) , φ
γ
αB are the “structure functions” of (3.25) and
φβ1...βnα1...αnαn+1(R) for n > 1 are higher structure functions.
The nonstandard BRST operator Qr, i.e. the nilpotent operator
Q2r = 0 (3.27)
of the form (3.26) with some nonzero higher structure functions, constructed in [1] from
sphr generators Rα, is
Qr = c
A
BP
B
A + cAMP
AM + cABPAB +
r∑
j=1
(
cjP j + cjAP j
A
)
+cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 2c
A
BcACb
BC + 2cABc
BCbAC − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A
−
r∑
j=1
cA
BcjBbj
A +
r∑
j=1
ν−1j
(
2cABcABbj+2c
ABcjBbjRjA + 4c
ABcACbj
CRjB
−4cABcBCcjAbjbj
C − 4cABcACcBEbj
Cbj
E
)
,
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where
Pα : P
A
B = R
A
B + r
1
2
δAB, P
MB = RMB, PAi = R
A
i , Pi = Ri − νi ,
PAB = RAB −
r∑
i=1
νi
−1RiARiB , (3.28)
form a “closed algebra” Pr with nonzero commutation relations that follow from (3.17)
and (3.18)
[PAB , P
C
E ] = δ
C
BP
A
E − δ
A
EP
C
B ,
[PAB , P
CE] = δCBP
AE + δEBP
AC ,
[PAB, P
MN ] = δMA PB
N + δMB PA
N + δNAPB
M + δNBPA
M +
∑
j
ν−1jPj(δ
M
A δB
N + δMB δA
N)
−
∑
j
ν−1j(δ
M
A RjBPj
N + δMB RjAPj
N + δNARjBPj
M + δNBRjAPj
M) ,
[PAB, P
D
C ] = δ
D
APBC + δ
D
APAC ,
[PAB, P
C
j ] = (δ
C
ARjB + δ
C
BRjA)Pj ,
[PAB , P
D
j ] = δ
D
BP
A
j .
Specifically, in the case of r = 2 with ν1 = −ν2 = ν the generators Pα of P2 (3.28) are
Pα : P
A
B = R
A
B + δ
A
B, P
MB = RMB, PA± = R
A
±, P+ = R+, P− = R− − ν,
PAB = RAB − 4ν
−1R+AR−B . (3.29)
4 Standard oscillator realization of the
nonstandard BRST operator
The appearance of the nonstandard BRST operator in [1] was a kind of mysterious and
looked nontrivial. Here we show that it admits a very simple, although nonpolynomial,
equivalent form resulting from the oscillator realization of sp(2M).
Let
RAB = RARB , RP
S ≡ RSP =
1
2
RPR
S +
1
2
RSRP , R
MN = RMRN , R = R , (4.1)
where RA and R are vector fields of the Heisenberg algebra h ⊂ sph, that satisfy
[RB , R
A] = δABR . (4.2)
Denoting the indices of sp by single calligraphic letters A ,B , . . . , we have
[RA,RC] = fA C
D RRD , (4.3)
with the structure coefficients fA
D
C to be read off Eqs. (3.17), (3.18). This is nothing but
the standard oscillator realization of sp(2M) [23] provided that the central element R
takes some fixed nonzero value, which is indeed true for the Qr closed elements as follows
from Eq. (3.28) at νi 6= 0.
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Since R is nonzero, it is eligible to introduce operators TA = R
−1RA :
TAB = R
−1RARB , TP
S ≡ T SP = R
−11
2
(
RPR
S +RSRP
)
, TMN = R−1RMRN ,(4.4)
that have the following commutation relations among themselves and with the vector
fields of Sp(2M)
[TA, TC] = fA C
D TD , (4.5)
[RA, TC] = fA C
D TD . (4.6)
As a result, the operators
KA = RA − TA (4.7)
also fulfill the commutation relations of sp(2M)
[KA, KC] = fA C
DKD (4.8)
and commute to all vector fields of the Heisenberg group
[KA , RB] = 0 , [KA , R
B] = 0 , [KA , R] = 0.
From here it follows nilpotency of any Q of the form
Q = QK +QH , Q
2 = 0 , (4.9)
where QK has the sp(2M) canonical BRST form for the operators KA
QK = c
ABKAB + c
A
BK
B
A + cABK
AB + (4.10)
cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A + 2c
A
Bc
BCbAC − 2c
A
BcACb
BC
and QH is any BRST operator built from the Heisenberg vector fields. In the case of
interest we set
QH = cAR
A + c(R− ν). (4.11)
It turns out that the nonstandard BRST operator of [1] is related to Q (4.9) via a
canonical change of variables that preserves the commutation relations between the ghost
variables and vector fields. The new realization of the nonstandard BRST operator via
the oscillator realization of sp(2M) not only fully explains its origin, but also simplifies
the relation of the BRST form of the dynamical equations with its unfolded formulation.
Indeed, the unfolded equations, that result from the construction of Section 2, applied to
the BRST operator (4.10), are
Df =
(
d− R−1ωABRARB − R
−11
2
ωAB
(
RBRA+R
BRA
)
− R−1ωABR
ARB
)
f=0. (4.12)
At R 6= 0, these are just the Sp(2M) invariant unfolded equations proposed in [2] where
the ω dependent terms were interpreted as the Sp(2M) connection in the Fock module.
A somewhat unusual feature of the new operator Q is its nonpolynomiality in R, that
was not allowed in the analysis of [1]. Hence the explicit form of the relation between the
two BRST operators is rather involved and also nonpolynomial.
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5 Closed forms from BRST cohomology
5.1 General case
Here we consider a coordinate independent realization of the closed forms that underly
the construction of HS currents of [6] and [16], using the correspondence between unfolded
and BRST formulations discussed in Section 2.
Let QB and Q be two nilpotent operators
Q2B = 0 , Q
2 = 0 , (5.1)
where QB is a canonical BRST operator associated to some group B ⊂ G while Q is not
necessarily canonical.
Consider an element
F = Ωf , (5.2)
where Ω belongs to the algebra A generated by R, c and b, to which QB and Q belong,
and has a nonnegative ghost number p, while f belongs to a left A-module and satisfies
the conditions
Qf = 0 (5.3)
and
bαf = 0 . (5.4)
Eq. (5.3) is the dynamical equation obeyed by f while Eq. (5.4) implies that f is c-
independent and hence should be interpreted as a zero-form in the unfolded formulation.
From the equations (5.3) and (5.4) it follows that
Pαf = 0 , Pα = {Q , bα} . (5.5)
These are the independent equations encoded by the equation (5.3).
We will refer to Ω and f as a p-form and 0-form, respectively, since they become those
in the unfolded interpretation of the model. In addition it is required that, by virtue of
Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4),
QBF
∣∣∣
N
= 0 , (5.6)
for some submanifold N of G. In accordance with the general analysis of Section 2, this
implies that, for any orbit OB of B in G, the pullback of the p-form F = Ωf to N
⋂
OB
is closed provided that the zero-form f satisfies its field equations. This acquires the
interpretation of the current conservation once f is expressed via bilinears of some other
fields C as in the examples of Section 6.
Now, let us discuss the freedom in the definition of F . First of all, to describe a
nontrivial charge conservation, F should belong to QB cohomology on N . Indeed, from
the analysis of Section 2 it follows that QB-exact F leads to an exact form on N
⋂
OB,
hence not contributing to the integrated charge.
Another ambiguity originates from
Fl(η l) = η lΩf , (5.7)
where η l is a QB closed element of ghost number zero
[QB , η l] = 0 . (5.8)
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Clearly, Fl(η l) satisfies all conditions on F . Note, however, that not every QB closed
η l leads to a nontrivial result because some contributions may vanish by virtue of the
equations (5.3) and (5.4).
Alternatively, a Q closed ηr of ghost number zero makes it possible to define
Fr(ηr) = Ωηrf , (5.9)
where
[Q , ηr] = 0 . (5.10)
The meaning of ηr is simple. Various ηr describe genuine symmetries of the equation
Qf = 0 just mapping one solution to another. Their interpretation is less trivial in terms
of the rank one fields C1 and C2 used to compose a rank two field f ∼ C1C2 that leads
to nontrivial charge conservation in the rank one model. In this case the insertion of η
affects essentially the form of the bilinear current, leading to different conserved charges.
From this point of view, η describe symmetries of the rank one field equations induced by
the conserved currents upon quantization. More precisely, symmetries of rank one fields
are described by the QB cohomology of the space of Fr(ηr) ∪ Fl(η l). As shown in the
next section, in the cases of interest the ambiguities due to η l and ηr are equivalent, i.e.,
Fr(ηr) = Fl(η l).
Another benefit of introducing parameters η into the definition of conserved charges
is that they allow us to extend them to a larger space. Suppose for simplicity that (5.6)
is true for any N , i.e., N = G. The equation (5.6) then implies that dBF = 0 on G. This
allows us to integrate F over submanifolds of any orbit of B in G (e.g., of B itself).
Let us introduce an operator ΠB that solves the equation
QGΠB = ΠB QB . (5.11)
For any η l, the form
Φ = ηGΩ f , ηG = ΠBη l (5.12)
is QG closed since
QGηG = ηGQB : QGηGΩ f = 0 . (5.13)
It should be stressed that it is not a priori guaranteed that the equation (5.11) admits
a global solution on G. This construction is useful to relate conserved charges that
may result from integration over close surfaces in G which usually give equivalent results
modulo redefinition of the symmetry parameters η. In fact, the relation between different
parameters is just governed by the equation (5.11) that leads to different restrictions of ηG
to different surfaces in G. Also let us stress that, contrary to the equation (5.8), the first
of the equations (5.13) is not solved by ηG = const, i.e., the equation (5.13) reconstructs
appropriate dependence of ηG along the directions transversal to orbits of B. Also note
that, for different subgroups B, this procedure may lead to different results related by a
redefinition of η.
5.2 Nontrivial symmetries
The conserved currents of [6, 16] bilinear in HS fields in the generalized matrix space-time
MM depend on constant parameters ηB1...BnA1...Am associated to different HS symmetry
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parameters. Let us show how these parameters result from the general construction of
the previous subsection.
First of all we observe that in our construction QB, Q and Ω are built from the right
SpH2 vector fields Rα. Hence, any parameter η ∈ U2(Lµ) composed of the left SpH2
vector fields Lµ obey the properties of both η l and ηr which, in turn, should be identified
within this class because Lµ commute to Ω.
However, the space of effective symmetry parameters is smaller than U2(Lµ) because
some of η ∈ U2(Lµ) act trivially on f that satisfy the equations (5.5). In other words,
some elements of V ∈ U2(Lµ) can be represented in the form
V =
∑
µ
aµ(x, ∂)Pµ (5.14)
where Pµ ∈ P2 (3.29) and a(x, ∂) are some differential operators on G. Since Φi(P )
commute to Lµ, the space I of V forms a two-sided ideal of U2(Lµ). The quotient algebra
S = U2(Lµ)/I describes true symmetries of the space of solutions of the equations (5.5).
Let Sµ
ν(x) relate the right vector fields Rν of a Lie algebra g of some Lie group G to
the left ones Lµ ,
Lµ = Sµ
ν(x)Rν .
Clearly, in any coordinates xκ on G,
Sα
β(x) = Lα
κ(x)R−1βκ(x) , where Lβ = Lβ
κ ∂
∂xκ
, Rβ = Rβ
κ ∂
∂xκ
.
From the Lie algebra commutation relations and mutual commutativity of left a right
vector fields it follows that
[Rµ , Sα
β] = −fµ λ
βSα
λ , [Lγ , Sβ
µ] = fγ β
νSν
µ , −fβµ
ν Sα
βSγ
µ = fαγ
βSβ
ν , etc. (5.15)
It is convenient to use the short-hand notation
Ra = (RA , R
A) , Rab = (RAB , R
A
B , R
AB) , La = (LA , L
A) , etc.
Let us now consider the case of SpH starting with the relations between the vector fields
Ra, R(3.15) and La, L(3.16) listed in Section 3.2 in the particular coordinates (3.4),
(3.11) for the case of r = 1.
One can see that
La = Sa
bRb + SaR , L = R , (5.16)
where
Sa
b =
(
−D −CD
XD (A+ CDX)
)
, Sa =
(
−w
y
)
. (5.17)
It is convenient to use Eqs.(5.15) along with (3.18) to obtain
[Rab , Sc
d] = −Sc
efab e
d , [Rab , Sc] = 0 , [Rm , Sa
b] = 0 , (5.18)
[Rm , Sa] = −Sa
nfm n
· , −f b m
· Sa
bSc
m = fac
·S ,
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where fac
· is defined via [Ra , Rb] = fac
·R. Taking into account (5.18) and antisymmetry
of fac
· in a and c, from (5.16) it is elementary to obtain
L(aLc) = Sa
bSc
dR(bRd) + S(c
dSa)RdR + SaScRR . (5.19)
Denoting
Sac
bd = S(a
bSc)
d, Sac
d = S(c
dSa), Sac = SaSc,
T (l)ab = L
−1L(aLb), T
(l)
a = La, T
(l) = L ,
T (r)ab = R
−1R(aRb), T
(r)
a = Ra, T
(r) = R
and using that L = R by virtue of (5.16), we obtain that for all sph indices α, β
T (l)α = Sα
βT (r)β . (5.20)
Note that, as mentioned in Section 4, T (r)α ≡ Tα (4.4) form sph, as well as T (l)α. Moreover,
analogously to (4.5), (4.6)
[T (r)α, T
(r)
β] = [Rα, T
(r)
β] = fα β
γT (r)γ , (5.21)
[T (l)α, T
(l)
β] = [Lα, T
(l)
β] = fα β
γT (l)γ ,
[T (l)α, T
(r)
β] = [Lα, T
(r)
β] = [T
(l)
α, Rβ] = 0 .
As a result, it follows that Sα
β (5.16), (5.20) satisfy (5.15) where fαγ
β are sph structure
constants. Indeed, from (5.20) along with (5.21) it follows for example that
[Rγ , T
(l)
α] = ([Rγ, Sα
µ] + Sα
βfγ β
µ)T (r)µ = 0 ,
[Lγ , T
(l)
β ] = fγ β
νSν
µT (r)µ = [Lγ , Sβ
µ]T (r)µ .
Therefore the vector fields
L˜α = Sα
βRβ
satisfy sph commutation relations and commute to Rµ. Hence, L˜α form left vector fields
on SpH. Recall that, by construction, L˜a = La and L˜ = L.
As a result, from (4.4), (5.20) and (5.19) it follows that
K(l)ab = Sab
edKed , where K
(l)
ab = L˜ab − T
(l)
ab , Kab = Rab − T
(r)
ab . (5.22)
Since Kab annihilates solutions of (5.5), K
(l)
ab ∈ I. Hence the symmetry algebra S is
generated by La. This result extends to any rank r.
5.3 M− forms
Consider the Lie algebra sph2 and associated ghosts (3.22). Let
Ω =
1
M !
εA1...AM (c
B1A1R−B1 +
1
4
c+
A1R−). . .(c
BMAMR−BM +
1
4
c+
AMR−) ≡ (5.23)
≡
M∑
k=0
4k−M
k!(M − k)!
εA1...AM c
B1A1. . .cBkAk c+
Ak+1. . .c+
AMR−B1 . . .R−Bk(R−)
M−k,(5.24)
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where εB1...BM is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol and ” ± ” variables of
sph(2M)2 are defined in (3.19) and (3.23).
The minimal subgroup B of SpH2 that allows to consider the form (5.23) is T ⊂×H(y+),
where T is the Abelian subgroup of translations (3.5) while H(y+) is the subgroup of
HM ×HM with the coordinates y+A, introduced in (3.19). The respective BRST operator
is
QB = c
ABRAB + c+
AR+A ≡ (5.25)
cABPAB − ν
−1c+
AR+AP− + 4ν
−1
(
cABR−B +
1
4
c+
AR−
)
R+A ,
where Pα are given in (3.29).
Let from now on f be a ghost independent and Q2 closed function
Q2f = 0 , (5.26)
where Q2 is the nonstandard BRST operator (3.28). Since [QB , Ω] = 0, Ωf turns out to
be QB closed as a consequence of (5.5) and the fact that (c
ABR−B +
1
4
c+
AR−)
M+1 = 0.
Let any B ⊂ SpH2 such that
QBΩf = 0
be called closure subgroup. The maximal closure subgroup turns out to be SpH+ =
SpH ⊂×H(y+ , u+ , w+), where H has coordinates (y+ , u+ , w+) (3.19). The corresponding
BRST operator is
QSpH+ = c
ABRAB + c
A
BR
B
A + cABR
AB + c+R+ + c+AR+
A + c+
AR+A (5.27)
+ cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A + 2c
A
Bc
BCbAC − 2c
A
BcACb
BC
−cA
Bc+Bb+
A + 2cABc+
Bb+
A + cA
Bc+
Ab+B − 2c
ABc+Ab+B +
1
2
c+Ac+
Ab+ .
Indeed, using the relations and (3.29) we obtain{
QSpH+ , c
DER−D +
1
4
c+
ER−
}
= −2cADc
DER−
A + cB
E
(
cBDR−D +
1
4
c+
BR−
)
(5.28)
and
QSpH+f = 4 ν
−1
(
cABR−B +
1
4
c+
AR−
)
R+Af − c
A
Af . (5.29)
From here it follows that QSpH+Ωf = 0. Clearly, any subgroup of SpH+ that contains
the minimal closure subgroup T ⊂×H(y+), like e.g. Pu ⊂×H(y+) and Pu ⊂×H(y+ , w+ , u+ ),
is also a closure subgroup of Ωf . (Recall that Pu is the upper parabolic subgroup of
Sp(2M |R) (3.6).)
Using Eqs. (2.14), we obtain from (5.24) that
QBΩf = 0⇒ d
∣∣
B
Ω˜ f = 0, (5.30)
where d
∣∣
B
is the exterior differential on B,
Ω˜ =
M∑
k=0
4−(M−k)
k!(M − k)!
εA1...AM (5.31)
ωB1A1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωBkAk ∧ ω+
Ak+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ω+
AM R−B1 . . . R−Bk(R−)
M−k
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and ω are Cartan forms on B. In Section 6.1, we show that the pullback of the form Ω˜ to
T ⊂×H(y+) ⊂ SpH2 reproduces the conserved current of [16] provided that f is bilinear in
solutions of rank one field equations. The form Ω˜f provides the coordinate independent
generalization of the conserved HS currents of [6, 16].
5.4 3M− forms
The correspondence between conserved HS currents in four dimensional Minkowski space
M4 and those in the ten dimensional matrix space M4 was established in [16]. Since
the charge in M4 contains four integrations versus three in Minkowski space, the naive
reduction with fourth integrations over a cyclic spin variable in M4 gives zero. To make
the cycle noncontractible, a singularity (flux) should be introduced in the spinning space.
It was suggested in [16] to use for this aim a generalized 2M−form current. This was
achieved by introducing additional spinor variables W . The corresponding currents were
of the form
(dW )M(WdX + dY+)
Mη(W, WX + Y+)g(W, Y+|X) ,
where the parameters η were arbitrary functions of WX+Y+ and W while g(W, Y+|X)
was related to the stress tensor via the half Fourier transform that replaced
∂
∂Y−
by W .
This generalization allowed us to consider singular parameters η necessary to reproduce
the standard 4d currents in Minkowski space, that was hard to achieve in the original
M−form current [6], where parameters were polynomials of
∂
∂Y−
and
(
X
∂
∂Y−
− Y+
)
.
However the geometric meaning of the construction, and, in particular, of the half-Fourier
transform was not clear in the setup of [16]. Here we introduce a geometric 3M-form
current construction that reproduces that of [16]. In the new setup, the half-Fourier
transform results from the integration over additional M coordinates.
Consider
Λ =
(
c−
A c+A
)M
Ω , (5.32)
where Ω is of the form (5.23).
The minimal subgroup of SpH2 that supports the form (5.32) is
B = T ⊂×H(y+ , w+ , u+ , y− , u−), (5.33)
where T is the Abelian subgroup of translations (3.5) while H(y+ , w+ , u+ , y− , u−) ⊂
HM ×HM has coordinates (y+ , w+ , u+ , y− , u−) (3.19).
The respective BRST operator QB can be written in the form
QB = c
ABPAB − ν
−1c+
AR+AP− + cBP
B + c+P+ + c−R− + c−
AR−A + (5.34)
4ν−1
(
cABR−B +
1
4
c+
AR−
)
R+A − 2c
ABc+Ab+B +
1
2
c+Ac+
Ab+ +
1
2
c+Ac−
Ab−,
where Pµ are given in (3.29).
One can easily see that
[
QB ,
(
c−
A c+A
)M]
= 0 and
QBΛf = νc−Λf (5.35)
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provided that ghost a independent f satisfies (5.5) .
Note that the property (5.35) holds for a larger groupBu = Pu ⊂×H(y+ , w+ , u+ , y− , u−),
where Pu is the upper parabolic subgroup (3.6). The group Bu is maximal in the sense
that further extensions lead to additional terms on the r.h.s of (5.35).
Again, using Eqs. (2.14) along with (5.24), we obtain that
QBΛf = νc−Λf ⇒ d
∣∣
B
Λ˜ f = νc−Λ˜f , (5.36)
where d
∣∣
B
is the exterior differential on B,
Λ˜f =
(
ω−
Aω+A
)M
Ω˜ f, (5.37)
Ω˜ is of the form (5.31) and ω are Cartan forms on B.
Although the property (5.36) does not imply the closure of the 3M-form Λ f on B,
it is closed on any submanifold N of B such that ω−
(
ω−
Aω+A
)M ∣∣∣
N
= 0, i.e., N is a
kind of Pfaffian surface . This property will be used in Section 6.2 to construct conserved
currents.
In fact, the formulas (5.36), (5.37) have the following interpretation. Consider the
construction of Section 5.3 with the 2M-form parameters φ that satisfy the conditions
cA−φ = 0 , φc
A
− = 0 , φc
A
+ = 0 , c
A
+φ = 0 (5.38)
and
[QB , φ] = −νc−φ . (5.39)
Then, the 3M form
Ψ = φΩf (5.40)
turns out to be QB closed
QBΨ = 0 . (5.41)
Here the equations (5.38) imply that Ψ contains a factor of
(
c−
A c+A
)M
while the equation
(5.40) determines the dependence of φ on the central charge coordinate u− in such a way
that the form Ψ becomes closed. Note that this construction is to some extent analogous
to that described in the end of Subsection 5.1.
6 Bilinear currents
To show that the differential forms Ω˜(η, f) and Λ˜(η, f) introduced in Section 5 lead to
bilinear conserved currents of [6, 16] we need manifest expressions for the Cartan forms
on SpH2. The straightforward computation gives
ωAB = −
1
2
DC
ADE
BdXEC , (6.1)
ωF
B = −CF ADC
ADE
BdXEC −DF
AdAAB ,
ωCD = −
1
2
CCBCDADC
ADE
BdXEC − CCBDD
AdABA +
1
2
dCCD ,
ω+
A = −DB
Ady+
B +DB
AXBCdw+C ,
ω+B = −CBADD
Ady+
D + (ACB + CBADD
AXDC)dw+C ,
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ω+ = −
1
4
w+Bdy+
B +
1
4
y+
Bdw+B −
1
4
w−Bdy−
B +
1
4
y−
Bdw−B −
1
2
du+ ,
ω−
A = −DB
Ady−
B +DB
AXBCdw−C ,
ω−B = −CBADD
Ady−
D + (ACB + CBADD
AXDC)dw−C ,
ω− = −
1
4
w+Bdy−
B +
1
4
y+
Bdw−B −
1
4
w−Mdy+
M +
1
4
y−
Mdw+M −
1
2
du−.
Let us consider the cases of M-forms and 3M forms separately.
6.1 M–forms
To obtain the manifest formula for Ω˜(η, f), note that the general solution of rank two
equations (5.5) is
f = det(A) exp
(1
4
ν
(
2u− + w−BY+
B + w+BY−
B
))
F (Y+ , Y−|X), (6.2)
where
Y±
B = y±
B − w±AX
BA
and F (Y+ , Y−|X) is any solution of the equation( ∂
∂XAB
+ 2ν−1
∂
∂Y−(B
∂
∂Y+A)
)
F = 0 . (6.3)
Using (6.1) along with (3.20) and (6.2) we obtain from (5.31)
Ω˜(η, f) = 2−M
(
dXBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
ν
(
dY +
A +
1
2
w+BdX
AB
))M
η (6.4)
exp
(1
4
ν
(
2u−+ w−BY+
B+ w+BY−
B
))
F (Y+ , Y−|X) ,
where η is a free parameter of HS symmetries. That the expression (5.31) is independent
of the coordinates AAB and CAB is not accidental, being a consequence of its QSpH+
closure.
To make contact with the bilinear currents of [6], consider B = T ⊂×H(y+) ⊂ SpH2.
Then
Ω˜(η, f)
∣∣∣
B
= 2−M
(
dXBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
νdy+
A
)M
ηF (y+ , y−|X)
∣∣∣
y
−
=0
. (6.5)
As mentioned in Section 5.2 , η is a polynomial in the operators
L+A = −DA
BR+B − CBCDA
CR+
B −
1
2
w+AR+ −
1
2
R−w−A,
L+
A = +XBCDC
AR+B +A
A
ER+
E +DC
ACEBX
BCR+
E +
1
2
y+
AR+ +
1
2
R−y−
A,
L−A = −DA
BR−B − CBCDA
CR−
B −
1
2
w−AR+ −
1
2
R−w+A, (6.6)
L−
A = +XBCDC
AR−B +A
A
ER−
E +DC
ACEBX
BCR−
E +
1
2
y−
AR+ +
1
2
R−y+
A ,
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that can be obtained using (5.17). Modulo P µ (3.29), the pullback to B gives
L+A
∣∣
B
= −R+A, L+
A
∣∣
B
= XBAR+B +
1
2
νy−
A. (6.7)
It is easy to see that L+A and L+
A (6.7) lead to exact forms on B. Indeed, since
{QB , b+A} = R+A, the R+ dependent part of η is exact. Analogously, setting ξB =
XABb+A, we have {QB , ξB}
∣∣
B
= XABR+A + c
ABb+A and hence
(XABR+A + c
ABb+A)Ωf
∣∣
B
= QBΥ
B (6.8)
for some ΥB. As a result, effective parameters depend only on L−. Using (6.6) and
neglecting the terms, that belong to the annihilator I generated by P µ (3.29), we have
L−A
∣∣
B
≃ −R−A −
1
2
νw+A, L−
A
∣∣
B
≃ XBAR−B +
1
2
νy+
A . (6.9)
Finally, using (3.20) we conclude that nontrivial parameters are arbitrary functions of
∂
∂y−B
, XBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
νy+
A. (6.10)
Setting F = C+
(
y++y−
2
∣∣X)C− (y+−y−
2
∣∣X) , where C±(y|X) satisfy the rank 1 unfolded
equations (
∂
∂XAB
±
1
2
ν−1
∂2
∂yA∂yB
)
C±(y
∣∣X) = 0 , (6.11)
we obtain from (6.4)
Ω˜(η, f)=2−M
(
dXBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
νdy+
A
)M
η
( ∂
∂y−B
, XBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
νy+
A
)
F (y±|X), (6.12)
which, up to a constant, is the bilinear current of [16].
6.2 3M− forms
In [16] we introduced the generalized 2M-closed forms which allowed us to reproduce the
usual HS charges of Minkowski space. However, neither geometric meaning of the M
additional coordinates nor the origin of the half-Fourier transform applied in [16] was not
clear in that paper. Here we show that the 3M form (5.37) of Subsection 5.4 naturally
reproduces the results of [16].
Let N = T ⊂×H(y+ , w+ , u+ , y− , u−)
∣∣∣
u
−
=const
. Using (6.1) along with (3.20) and (6.2),
we obtain from (5.37)
Λ˜(η, f)
∣∣
N
= 2−M
(
dXBA
∂
∂y−B
−
1
2
ν
(
dY +
A +
1
2
w+BdX
AB
))M
× (6.13)(
dy−
Adw+A
)M
η exp
(ν
4
w+By−
B
)
F (Y+ , Y−|X) .
Here F = F (Y+ , Y−|X) is any solution of (6.3) and η is a function of L± (6.6) up to the
terms that belong to the annihilator I generated by P µ (3.29). Using that
ω−
(
dy−
Adw+A
)M ∣∣∣
N
= 0 (6.14)
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by virtue of (6.1) we obtain that
dΛ˜f
∣∣
N
= 0 for any Q2 closed f . (6.15)
Analogously to the case of M−forms of Subsection 6.1, one can see that the dependence
of the parameters on L+
A and L+A leads to exact forms.
Consider the family of surfaces N of the form
N = RM(y−)× R
M(w+)× σ(M) , (6.16)
where σ(M) is any M-dimensional surface. In other words, we consider only such surfaces
that their volume forms contain
(
dy−
Adw+A
)M
.
It can be shown that all terms of the form Λ˜(η , f)
∣∣
N
, that contain ∂
∂y
−
B , are exact on
N . Indeed, it is evident that
εA1...AM dy
A1 . . . dyAM
∂
∂yB
Φ = M d
(
εBA2...AM dy
A2 . . . dyAMΦ
)
provided Φ is any form on RM(y)× A(x) . Hence, from (6.13) we obtain that
Λ˜(η , f)
∣∣
N
∼
(−ν)M
4M
(
dy−
Adw+A
)M(
dY +
A +
1
2
w+BdX
AB
)M
× (6.17)
η exp
(1
2
ν
(
u− +
1
2
w+By−
B
))
F (Y+ , y−|X) ,
where η is a function of the operators L± (6.6) modulo P µ (3.29) and modulo terms that
contain
∂
∂y−B
. From (6.9) , (3.21) and (3.20) it follows that the ’effective’ parameters are
functions of
L−A ≃ −
1
4
νw+A, L−
E ≃ XAE
1
4
νw+A +
1
2
νY+
A .
This leads to the expression for the current used in [16] upon complexification to the
Siegel space. The half-Fourier transform results from the integration over yA−.
Indeed, setting
u− = 0 , −i~ =
1
4
ν , F (Y+ , y−|X) = C
+
(
Y+ + y−
2
∣∣X)C−(Y+ − y−
2
∣∣X) ,
where C±(y|X) satisfy the rank one unfolded equations (6.11), the integration of (6.17)
over y− gives
̟2M ∼
(
dw+A
)M(
dY +
A +
1
2
w+BdX
AB
)M
η F˜ (Y+ , w+|X), (6.18)
where F˜ (Y+ , w+|X) is the half-Fourier transform of F (Y+ , y−|X)
F˜ (Y+ , w+|X) = (2π)
−M/2
∫
RM
(d y−)
M exp
(
−i ~ w+By−
B
)
F (Y+ , y−|X)
and η = η(w+A,
1
2
XAEw+A + Y+
A). Up to a constant, the equation (6.18) reproduces the
bilinear 2M-form current of [16].
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7 Conclusion
The construction of currents presented in this paper not only explains their coordinate-
independent origin but also clarifies their role in the nonlinear unfolded theory. Indeed,
the M– and 3M–closed forms of Section 5 are analogous to the terms that glue zero-form
Weyl modules to the gauge-field modules via unfolded equations of the form
dW + Ω˜f = 0 or dV + Λ˜f = 0 , (7.1)
where f belongs to the Weyl module while W and V should be interpreted, respectively,
as a (M −1)– and (3M −1)–form on the respective group B. This structure, known since
[20], is typical for the unfolded field equations.
In the context of Sp(8) invariant HS theory analogous problem was recently considered
in [15] where terms of this type were obtained in the sector of one-forms W . However,
the deformation of HS field equations obtained in [15] breaks the symmetry between
dotted and undotted spinors, i.e., GL(4) symmetry, and hence essentially differs from the
equations (7.1) which provide a new interesting framework for the deformation of HS field
equations. In the case where the rank two field f is represented by bilinears of the rank
one fields C as in Section 6, the equations (7.1) become nonlinear and should describe
the HS current interactions. Given that the realization of HS currents in 4d Minkowski
space of [16] was rather nontrivial, it is tempting to see how the standard HS current
interaction reappears in terms of the twelve-form Λ˜.
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